Role of the Spokesperson

• Influence state lawmakers, government officials, and the public to act in the best interest of CDMs and ANFP

• Chair the state impact team, an ad-hoc committee that allows any members interested in promoting ANFP to the public to do so

• Act as public relations arm of the chapter and promote CDMs and ANFP through press releases and other public awareness activities

• Develop relationships with state health departments, legislators, regulatory agencies, allied associations, and the public. Keep a database of contact with current addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses

• Implement efforts to impact state initiatives, such as writing letters, calling lawmakers, regulators, and allied associations

• Attend and testify at hearings as needed

• Solicit and encourage participation from members on state legislative, regulatory, and public relations efforts

• Meet with allied associations to create alliances and build recognition of ANFP

• Follow through to complete projects and maintain relationships

• Meet with the impact team at least two times per year to organize and implement goals

• Update the board and membership regularly via meetings, newsletter articles, and e-mail

• Send copies of impact team minutes to chapters@ANFPonline.org

• Submit the Government Affairs Award if your chapter decides to do so. The application can be found at in the Chapter Portal. (You must be logged into the Member Portal to access the Chapter Portal.)

Minimum hours per month: 12-16 (per week 3-4). Actual time required varies from chapter to chapter.